The 
Introduction
The World-Wide Web (or the Web) is an Internet client-server communication system for retrieving and displaying multi-media hypertext documents [3]. Documents are identified by their address, called a Uniform Resource Locator or URL. The Web's main advantage over earlier Internet systems is its merger of retrieval and display tools, its capacity for handling point-and-click links to other documents (hence the name). As well, many browsers are capable of seamlessly retrieving information using older protocols (e.g., FTP, Gopher, Usenet News) and automatically launching other applications to display &verse Intemet data types ( e g , sound, animation).
Over the past several years, the Web has clearly become the most popular Intemet application. used the Web to publish information such as product brochures, annual reports, country, state, and city home pages, government agency press releases, etc. These organizations tend to use existing genres when putting information on the Web. However, a person happening to reach a document on one of their Web sites has a good chance of being outside the community in which that genre evolved As a result the content may be confusing and the communicative purpose lost.
Method
To document the range of genres currently in use on the Web, we sampled and classified randomly selected Web pages. We chose the individual Web page as the umt of analysis because we felt that sampling Web sites ( e g , picking randomly from Yahoo's list of sources) would have resulted in mostly "cover pages" for Web content. Instead, we sampled pages without regard to where they appeared in a site. As a result, our sample included parts of documents as well as whole documents, allowing us to see adaptations of existing gems in different parts of an electronic document. However, this procedure means that we were more likely to choose pages from sites with many pages and from the interior of a site, since there are many interior pages and typically only one top page (Bray [4] found that the majority of pages are pointed to only by other pages at the same site).
. 1 . Sample
A pilot sample of 100 pages was generated by clicking on the ''Anything Goes" link under the "Surprises" category of the AltaVista search engine put up by Digital Equipment Corpoxation (http: //altavista. 2] worked exclusively at the most precise level.) Interestingly, in coding the second sample we found many cases where it was possible to tentatively assign a genre to a page written in a language neither of the authors could read, underlining the importance of form in defining certain genres.
Data
The URLs and titles of the 100 Web pages in the pilot sample are shown in the Appendix. The pages had diverse origins, as shown in Table 1 . Twelve countries wefe represented in the sample, despite our restriction to English language pages. About equal numbers were from educational and commercial sites, while a smaUer number were from govemment sites. The second sample includes pages from at least 40 countries, as shown in Table 1 .
To determine the effect of the sampling bias, we calculated the number of words in the text of each page using the uNu( wc command. Pages ranged from 9 to 111,586 words, with an average of 5900 words and a median of 2000 (as might be expected, the distribution was quite skewed). __.
The genres we assigned to each page are also given in the Appendix. We found a surprisingly wide range of genres. Table 2 lists the genres we found along with a short definition of each one, drawn in many cases from the Oxford English Dictionary (OED). Table 3 shows the number of pages which used familiar genres, new genres, a mix of new and familiar genres and which we could not classify In most cases, we agreed on the genre represented, but for 7 we encountered some difficulties, Rhich are discussed below.
Discussion
In our survey we found examples of the reproduction and adaptation of genres. As well, we found components of genre systems. In this section, we will briefly discuss these findings. si (Slovenia) 1
Genres on the Web
Most of the pages (80) we studied more or less faithfully reproduced genres or combinations of genres familiar in traditional media, such as the book (#4), FAQ (#98), meeting minutes (#43), box scores (#31) and script (#48). In some cases, we recognized the purpose and form of the page, although we were at a loss for a convement term. For example, one page described an organization (#19), while several described residential communities or cities (#15, 68) in stereotyped ways. These pages may represent genres that are common in a community of which we are not members (e.g., public relations, real estate). Other pages represented types of communicauon that are stereotyped, but not usually named, such as someone displaying and describing photographs of family members (#29). We defined a hotlist as a series of links to material not controlled by the page developer (as opposed to the table of contents of a document or the directory of a site's content), often on a related set of topics. In our sample, we found hotlists on topics such as multimedia (#35), music (#41) and anime (HO). Such lists are the online equivalent of a jotted list of discoveries or the hotlist menus maintained by some browsers. These lists were especially useful before the development of good resource discovery tools, such as Yahoo, AltaVista or Lycos. They appear now to be developed as a way to express an interest or to add value to a Web site (such as a commercial site) as much as for personal navigahon The hotlist form may also have drawn on earlier forms of posted lists of useful FTP sites or bulletin boards.
An especially easily identified and commonly accepted genre is the home page (defined in Table 2 ). In our sample, we found several (e.g., #80, #75), containing personal or professional information. Interestingly, one of these (#71) stated that it had been developed to meet the expectation of IRC users that everyone have one as a form of introduction.
The antecedents of the home page g e m are unclear.
One hypothesis suggested by JoAnne Yates (Yates, 1996, personal communication) is that they are adaptations of the .plan files maintained on some UNIX machines. (A .plan file is created by the owner of an account and printed whenever another user "fingers" or requests the status of the account. It typically includes contact information and a brief description of the owner's interests.) There are also organimtiodly-created home pages, which seem to be adaptations of entries from a unive~sity's faculty profiles book. As well, many organizations " i n home pages as overviews to the organizaton, their site or some collection of information For example, one of our pages (#81) presented information about the Greater Eau Claire Area. 
Embedded genres
We encountered several examples of gems embedded in other gems. For example, one page (446) was at one level an entry in an archive, but included a letter, within which were stories for a folklore collection. Each wrapping (e.g., an archive entry around a letter around a set of stories) created a new g e m without completely losing the characteristics of the previous instantiation. This phenomenon is not new, as Orlikowski and Yates [2] point out, but we believe that it is much more relevant to the Web because of the ease of reusing text in electronic form. For example, wrapping seemed paaicularly common in an e-mail digest. The surface genre is a simple listing of e-mail messages, but when these are selected on a particular topic, e.g., discussions or reviews of a type of product (#88, #24) they create a review or FAQ. In some cases, this selection might even be done automatidy.
Through the use of linking, a single document can serve multiple purposes, typically something plus an index. For example, page #76 is in one way a filmography, listing all the films of Laurel and Hardy; however, it also has links to catalog descriptions for the films that can be ordered from the company, thus creating an index or catalog. Similarly, one page was a list of ratings for zines (W), but also included links to longer raiews and to the Aries themselves.
Parts of documents
Finally, we found numerous pages that were parts of longer documents, e.g., part of an index or a chapter in longer document (#83, 9, 56). In marry cases these pages were still recognizable as a distinctive genre, although the purpose was sometimes hard to determine.
Unclassified pages
As mentioned earlier, we had difficulty assigning genres to a number of the pages, most often when we agreed there was a genre, but simply did not know the name. In 2 other cases (#32, #72), we could not d e b " the purpose of the c o~c a t i o n , making the assiof a genre problematic. However, we believe that some of these cases may be examples of genres in the process of adaptation to the Web. At this early stage, they are usually seen as variants of an accepted genre, missing some features and possibly adding others. For example, the selected collections of e-mail (#24, #89) were not consideEd proper e-mail archives because they were incomplete and not sorted by time or author, but they were not quite FAQs either, because they were not edited into a coherent document. If their use continues, then they may eventually become independent genres. Others, such as the single entry from a table of contents (#2), may represent dead-ends, experiments with linking that do not become common accepted usage.
Conclusions
We argue that genres provided a usefiil theoretical tool for analyzing uses of the Web. In general, the concept of genre seemed to be easily applled to the Web pages we studied, with some caveats. Genres distinguished primarily by difference in physical form (e.g., a brochure vs. a booklet vs. a flyer) are not very useful. Instead, we focus more on the purpose of the information, e g , product description, services, etc. We believe it would be useful to characterize more precisely the common purposes for which information is distributed and how these are reflected in different genres.
We this result is due to their length rather than the frequency of this genre.) Our larger sample was created without the size bias and should be more useful in examining this point. Some of our pages seemed to be parts of genre systems. As people start to build more interactive Web applications, e.g., to support internal and external processes rather than simply broadcasting information, defining such genre systems will be more important. As a result, we think it might be useful to define the form of a hyperdocument (and thus the overall genre) by the pattem of links it exhibits, For example, a hotlist is a h e a r list of hnks, all of which go to other sites; an online book is (usually) a sequentml list of chapters, each linked to the next, perhaps with a table of contents pointing to each chapter, and a hyperdocument has a pattem of densely inter-linked pages. Similarly, a glossary could be identifed by the links from throughout a set of documents to regular points on a separate set of pages. Thus, the genre of a hyperdocument might be determined in part by examming how its component parts are linked together.
Perhaps our biggest surprise was just how mundane our sample was. The 100 pages in our pilot sample did not include anythmg particularly radical, such as a remote controlled robot (an example of a user intefiace genre) or video camera (perhaps a TV monitor genre). The absence of such pages may be due to the bias in our sample, which over-selected long text-only documents, combined with the general rarity of such applications. As well, some of the most interesting pages may be hidden from the search engines used to create the database from which we drew our samples. Therefore, we believe that it would be interesting to conduct a follow-up study using a theoretical sample of "interesting" pages. It would be quite difficult to create a reliable sample of genres this way, but reliability would not be a key concem in a study describing innovative uses of the Web, their antecedents or the process of adaptation.
Implications for Web site design
Finally, we believe that ow research has some implications for the practice of Web site design First, designers may want to draw on accepted genre where they are appropriate for their purpose. One HTML design book takes this approach, offering samples of home pages for individuals and large and small organizations, brochures, surveys and hotlists 1181. Most do not, focusing on the mechanics of formatting a page to the exclusion of the communicative intent. As well, designers should be aware of users' expectations of a genre. For example, we are accustomed to tables of contents and indices that list the entire contents of a book. It can be very disconcerting, therefore, to encounter site home pages that appears to be tables of contents, or a searches that appear to be indices, but which are incomplete or are actually hotlists. Of course, the di&culty of meeting a reader's expectations is compounded by the diverse audience of the Web. Even so, on too many pages we found it hard to determine the communicative intent, if any.
We believe that it is useful to establish the g e m of even a single Web page. In a physical document, pagination is determined by the physical dimensions of the book and so is not usually meaningful. However, there is no particular limit to the length of a page on the Web, so division into pages should reflect the actual structure of the communication. Furthermore, with the growing use of indexing systems such as Lycos or AltaVista, it is not uncommon for a user to start reacing in the mddle of a document as we did, again suggesting that the purpose and form of even a single page should be evident. However, we noted that numerous sites lacked navigational aids to help a reader figure out where they were in a longer document or the purpose of that communication.
On the other hand, the technology of the Web enables novel applications, such as a shift from static documents to "live" data. For example, Yan et al [19] describe how pattems of user access can be used to suggest which information should be viewed next. Designers should be free to modify or reject gems when it is necessary to take advantage of the technology. In creating novel applications, however, designers must be aware that new genres are often misunderstood or resisted. Therefore, more attention is needed to clearly define the community in which the communication makes sense and to identify already accepted genres that can serve as a basis for evolution We believe that such explicit attention to genre w i l l speed the wider acceptance of newly emerging genres of communication unique to the Web.
